
Jonathan Juursema as Honourary Member 
Jonathan was the Officer of Internal Affairs in Board 3.0. During his board year he introduced 

multiple new things that are still being used now. For example, he introduced the yearly evaluation 

form that is still being distributed over Proto’s members now. Along with finding out that data, he 

also introduced the activity recap, in which all activities over the year are presented along with the 

organising committee, date and amount of attendees. He also substantially improved the contact 

between Proto and Michel ten Bulte.  

After that, he has been a great help in the Board of Advisors for Boards 5.0, 6.0, 7.0 and 8.0. Through 

the years, he has been active in many committees, namely: 

- Dotcom (merged into the HYTTIOAOA Committee in 2014) (2011-2014) 

- HYTTIOAOA Committee (2011-2019) 

- KICC (2012, 2014) 

- Bata (2014) 

- Culture (2013) 

- Dies (2014) 

- Guild of Drafters (2017, 2018) 

- EmergenCie (2013-2019) 

- ProtoGraphy (2012-2017) 

- ACE (2011, 2012) 

- Lustrum (2015) 

- ProtOpeners (2016-2019) 

- Audit (2018) 

- EntropCy (2018) 

The most noteworthy of those committees is the HYTTIOAOA Committee, in which Jonathan has 

been active from 2011. Along with Thijs Dortmann, he fully rebuilt the Proto site a couple of years 

ago. Last year, he redesigned the Proto website. Apart from that, he also built most of the 

OmNomCom system. 

Now, eight years later, he is still one of the most active members of the committee. Even though he 

has finished his Master and has a full-time job now, he still comes to Proto almost every Tuesday to 

fix bugs or make new features for the site. However, apart from being there on Tuesdays, he is 

practically always available to fix bugs. His expertise in programming has not only helped Proto, but 

also Alfred. For example, Jonathan has helped create a SmartXP lighting management system for the 

SmartXP, but also the site isalfredthere.nl was recreated by him. 

Since Jonathan has done so much for Proto, and specifically for Proto’s IT, Board 9.0 believes that 

Jonathan Juursema should become a Honorary Member. 


